
Devon Dukes

1. Noun

2. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

3. Noun

4. Noun

5. Noun

6. Proper Noun

7. Adverb

8. Adjective

9. Noun - Plural

10. Adjective

11. Noun - Plural

12. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

13. Adjective - Comparative

14. Noun - Plural

15. Noun

16. Noun

17. Noun

18. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

19. Verb - Present Tense

20. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present
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Devon Dukes

On may [data expunged] [data expunged] SCP-096 breached Noun Preposition or subordinating 

conjunction a semi pro Noun Noun accidently took a Noun and saw SCP-096's face

which sent SCP-096 into an emotional rage. Proper Noun got to [data expunged] that Adverb sent

in the Adjective task force to SCP-096 to try and slow him down a soldier [data expunged] shot three

dsr-50 Noun - Plural . Two miss but the Adjective Noun - Plural SCP-096

Preposition or subordinating conjunction the Adjective - Comparative part of the leg. SCP-096 only stumbles but

Noun - Plural . Soldier [data expunged] talks to dr. [data expunged] over the radio and says "target hit... no

Noun on the Noun !!!" Noun  [data expunged] shot three more dsr-50 shots. One

misses Preposition or subordinating conjunction the second one but the third hits SCP-096 in the head SCP-096 trips

falls and stumbles and goes back to heading to SCP-096-1's location. The mobile task force gives up on

Verb - Present Tense to stop SCP-096 and head to the town that SCP-096 Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present

heading to. When they get to the town they tell all the townsfolk to stay where they are and to wear blindfolds Dr

.Dan speaks threw a microphone in the town saying "all citizens do not move or move your blind folds civilians

who do shall be terminated". As SCP-096 enters the town people hear SCP-096's cry and they panic they move

and run and take off there blind folds several gun shots are heard but none which are directed at SCP-096 but

rather at the town's folk. SCP-096 stops for a second to see what's going on then starts sprinting to SCP-096-1.

SCP-096 barges through the door of SCP-096-1's home and grabbed him before the task force can save him.

SCP-096 starts ripping SCP-096-1 limb by limb. SCP-096-1 screams as SCP-096 rips of his lower leg about 10-

20



minutes later SCP-096 is done tearing SCP-096-1 apart. No traces of SCP-096-1 are found as the hallway of

SCP-096-1's house is stained with blood as well as SCP-096 who is also stained with the blood of SCP-096-1.

Later on the mobile task force found out that several other people had accidently seen SCP-096's face and were

ripped apart as well. After several minutes after the spree SCP-096 returns docile once more as it calms down the

mobile task force puts a bag over SCP-096's face so no more deaths happen and SCP-096 is put back in

containment.
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